of this term owing to the weather and consequently I couldn't publish any thing for about 5 months." By the end of his third year in England, Ramanujan was critically ill, and, for the next two years, he was con ned to sanitariums and nursing homes. After World War I ended in 1919, Ramanujan returned home, but his health continued to deteriorate, and on 26 April 1920 Ramanujan died at the age of 32.
Doctors in both England and India had di culty diagnosing his illness; tuberculosis and a severe vitamin de ciency were perhaps the two most frequently suggested causes. However, D.A.B. Young 74] has recently made a careful examination of all the records and symptons of Ramanujan's illness and has convincingly concluded that Ramanujan su ered from hepatic amoebiasis (parasitic infection of the liver). Not only do all of Ramanujan's symptons suggest this disease, but Ramanujan's medical history in India also favors this diagnosis. Amoebiasis is a protozoal infection of the large intestine that gives rise to dysentery. The disease is widespread in India, particularly around coastal cities such as Madras. In 1906 Ramanujan left home to attend Pachaiyappa's College in Madras, where he contracted a severe case of dysentery and had to return home for three months. Unless adequately treated, the infection is permanent, although the patient may go for long periods without exhibiting any symptons. Relapses occur when the host{parasite relationship is disturbed, which likely happened in 1909 when Ramanujan again became acutely ill. This illness is very di cult to diagnose, but sadly, once diagnosed, it can be readily cured.
Our description of Ramanujan's life has been necessarily brief. For several years, the standard sources about Ramanujan's life have been the obituaries of P.V. Seshu Aiyar, R. Ramachandra Rao, and Hardy, found in Ramanujan's Collected Papers 55] , and Chapter 1 of Hardy's book 38] . By far, the most comprehensive biography of Ramanujan has been written by R. Kanigel 40] . The letters from and to Ramanujan are also a source of both mathematical and personal information about Ramanujan, and most of the extant letters have recently been compiled with commentary by R.A. Rankin and the author 25].
After Ramanujan died, Hardy strongly urged that Ramanujan's notebooks be edited and published. By \editing," Hardy meant that each claim made by Ramanujan in his notebooks should be examined. If a theorem is known, sources providing proofs should be cited; if an entry is not known, then an attempt should be made to prove it. Ramanujan, in fact, had left his rst notebook with Hardy when he returned to India in 1919, and in 1923 Hardy wrote a paper 36], 37, pp. 505{516] about a chapter on hypergeometric series found in the rst notebook. In this paper, Hardy pointed out that Ramanujan had independently discovered most of the important classical results in the subject while also discovering several new theorems as well. It should be remarked here that the second notebook contains two expanded chapters on hypergeometric series, and that further results on hypergeometric series, most of them new, can be found at other scattered places in the second and third notebooks.
Hardy sent the rst notebook to the University of Madras where Ramanujan's other notebooks and papers were being preserved. Later, in 1925, T.A. Satagopan at the University of Madras made a handwritten copy of the rst notebook which was mailed to Hardy. Plans were being made to publish Ramanujan's collected papers and, possibly, his notebooks and other manuscripts. Thus, on 30 August 1923 , the Registrar at the University of Madras, Francis Dewsbury, sent the second notebook (in four parts) to Hardy, and in 1925 further papers were sent to him. The original notebooks were returned to Madras, but the remaining papers evidently were not. It transpired that Ramanujan It was not until 1957 that the notebooks were made available to the public when the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research in Bombay published a photocopy edition 54], but no editing was undertaken. The rst notebook was published in volume 1, and the second and third notebooks comprise volume 2.
While residing for a year at the Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton, on a cold winter day in early February, 1974, I was reading two papers by Emil Grosswald 34] , 35] in which some formulas from the notebooks were proved. I observed that I could prove these formulas by using a theorem I had proved two years earlier on the modular transformations of a large class of functions including the Dedekind eta{function. I was naturally curious to determine if there were other formulas in the notebooks that I could prove employing my methods. Fortunately, the library at Princeton University has a copy of the Tata Institute's edition, and, indeed, I found a few more formulas of the same sort that I could prove. Eventually I wrote two long papers 7], 8] providing proofs of several formulas from the notebooks and many others of a kindred nature.
All of the aforementioned formulas of Ramanujan can be found in Chapter 14 of his second notebook. However, there were many beautiful formulas involving in nite series in Chapter 14 that I could not prove. So, after the spring semester at the University of Illinois ended in May, 1977, I decided to attempt to nd proofs for all 87 formulas in Chapter 14. After working on this project for close to a year, George Andrews, in a visit at the University of Illinois, informed me that Watson and Wilson's e orts in editing the notebooks were preserved in Trinity College Library at Cambridge. The librarian kindly sent me a copy of their notes, which have been enormously helpful. Especially helpful have been Watson As indicated above, Ramanujan left three notebooks. The rst notebook, totalling 351 pages, contains 16 chapters of loosely organized material with the remainder unorganized. In the organized part, which ends on page 263 in the pagination of 54], Ramanujan wrote on only one side of the paper. Shortly thereafter, Ramanujan began to write on both sides of the page and then returned to the unused reverse sides to record additional material, so that only about 20 of the 351 pages are actually blank.
The second notebook is a revised enlargement of the rst and was probably composed during the nine months that Ramanujan held a scholarship at the University of Madras prior to his departure for England. This notebook contains 21 chapters, comprising 256 pages, followed by 100 pages of miscellaneous material.
The short third notebook contains 33 pages of unorganized entries.
Hardy estimated that the notebooks contain approximately 3000{4000 results. This estimate appears to be correct; our books, Ramanujan's Notebooks, Parts I{ IV 9]{ 12], contain 2689 results, although we emphasize that di erent people will tally such a count in di erent ways. Each chapter contains approximately 50{150 entries.
Hardy estimated that 2/3 of Ramanujan's work in India was rediscovery. This estimate is de nitely too high, for at least 1/2 of the material was new when our editing commenced in 1977.
As indicated above, the notebooks contain almost no proofs. Perhaps there are about 10{20 results for which Ramanujan sketches a proof, often only one sentence. There are several reasons for the absence of proofs.
1. Ramanujan was probably in uenced by the style of Carr's book 29]. 2. Like most Indian students in his time, Ramanujan worked primarily on a slate. Paper was very expensive. Thus, after rubbing out his proofs with his sleeve, Ramanujan recorded only the nal results in his notebooks.
3. Ramanujan never intended that his notebooks be made available to the mathematical public. They were his personal compilation of what he had discovered. If someone had asked him how to prove a particular result in the notebooks, undoubtedly Ramanujan could supply the proof.
Many have speculated about Ramanujan's methods. Indeed, for many parts of Ramanujan's mathematics, it is di cult to even make intelligent guesses about how he argued. In other areas, we can be fairly certain about the nature of many of Ramanujan's arguments, although we may not know the precise details. It should be emphasized, however, that Ramanujan doubtless thought like any other mathematician; he just thought with more insight than most of us. Although Ramanujan, and others among us, may attribute our revelations to divine inspiration, it does not help us to understand Ramanujan's discoveries by claiming that they were obtained by intuition, the inspiration of Goddess Namagiri, or some other mystical means.
Since Ramanujan's notebooks were only intended for his personal use, we might surmise that they contain several errors. Of course, there are occasional misprints. However, perhaps surprisingly, there are very few serious mistakes. Because Ramanujan had little formal training, his proofs were undoubtedly not rigorous in many instances. Despite this, Ramanujan was keenly aware of when his unrigorous thinking yielded correct results, and when it did not. Most of Ramanujan's mistakes arise from his claims in analytic number theory, where his unrigorous methods led him astray. In particular, Ramanujan thought that his approximations and asymptotic expansions were considerably more accurate than were warranted. In 12], these shortcomings are discussed in detail. However, a warning should be given to those examining the notebooks for the rst time. It is easy to conclude that many formulas are incorrect. Ramanujan often recorded results in unconventional manners, but, properly interpreted, almost always Ramanujan is correct.
Although Ramanujan is primarily known to the mathematical community as a number theorist, only a small portion of the material in the notebooks is devoted to number theory. Most of the contents come under the purview of classical analysis. However, numerous results, e.g., the several hundred theorems on theta functions and modular equations, are at the interface of analysis and number theory. Opening the notebooks, one will likely focus on some in nite series. In nite series were undoubtedly Ramanujan's rst love; perhaps only Euler possessed Ramanujan's talents in working with in nite series.
Next, we brie y discuss several topics examined by Ramanujan in his notebooks. In this brief account, we cannot give a complete description of Ramanujan's important contributions to any of these areas, and indeed many topics will not be discussed at all. We have moderately emphasized Ramanujan's claims that have only recently been proved and not yet published, and that will be examined in 13]. To keep the number of references to a manageable number, we ask readers to consult our books 9]{ 13], where additional history and fuller lists of references are provided.
Elementary Mathematics
Many of Ramanujan's discoveries can be appreciated by those with only a knowledge of high school algebra. Chapter 2 in the second notebook, the unorganized portions of the second and third notebooks 12, Chapter 22] , and the problems that ; for n = 1{4, and wrote \and so on" to indicate that he possessed a general procedure for nding such formulas. We think S. Bhargava found Ramanujan's secret here, and we refer the reader to his elegant theorem in 12, p. 97].
One of Ramanujan's most remarkable formulas is the following polynomial identity. Let Ramanujan was fond of stating intriguing formulas such as those above, but these, as in most instances, are special cases of more general theorems that he established.
Number Theory
We cite only one theorem in the notebooks from the theory of numbers, as reformulated by K.S. Table III Many of Ramanujan's theorems on theta functions and modular equations have applications to number theory. In particular, see Sections 10 and 12.
We also remark that a forerunner of the Hardy{Ramanujan \circle method" can be found in the notebooks. Ramanujan attempted (unrigorously) to use the in uence of several singularities of the generating function in order to obtain an asymptotic formula 12, pp. 62{66]. Exploiting the function's behavior around many singularities is the crux of the \circle method."
In nite Series
It seems appropriate to begin this section with one of the formulas that Grosswald 34] where the principal branch of log w is taken. In fact, in Chapter 9 Ramanujan studied the dilogarithm, trilogarithm, and several functions akin to the dilogarithm. One of Ramanujan's favorite and most powerful integral theorems is his \Master Theorem," which was the subject of his Quarterly Reports, written for the University of Madras, where he held a scholarship for nine months before departing for England. In this theorem Ramanujan asserts that
Of course, (4.3) needs to be properly interpreted. See Hardy's book 38, pp. 189, 190] and our book 9, pp. 298{331] for conditions of validity, many applications of (4.3) and its converse, and also for several of its variations.
Asymptotic Expansions and Approximations
Although Ramanujan is well known for his asymptotic formulas in number theory, in particular, for his remarkable asymptotic series for the partition function p(n) in a joint paper with Hardy 39 In Chapters 8 and 9 of his second notebook 54], 9], Ramanujan studied several fascinating analogues of the gamma function and derived properties analogous to familiar ones for the gamma function, in particular, Gauss's multiplication theorem, Stirling's formula, and Kummer's formula.
In Section 9, we discuss Ramanujan's continued fractions for products of gamma functions.
Hypergeometric Functions
We mentioned earlier that Ramanujan not only rediscovered most of the primary classical theorems about hypergeometric series but that he found many new results as well. First, he found many elegant product formulas for hypergeometric series. Some of these were communicated in his rst two letters to Hardy, and when these letters were published with Ramanujan's Collected Papers 55] in 1927, W.N. Bailey and others wrote several papers on this subject. Second, Ramanujan discovered some elegant formulas for certain partial sums of hypergeometric series; some, being also found in the aforementioned letters, spawned papers in the late 1920's and early 1930's. Third, and perhaps most importantly, Ramanujan devised various asymptotic expansions for hypergeometric functions. We give one example 10 In view of (10.7), if we set q 0 = exp(? L 0 =L); then (10.9) is equivalent to the relation q n = q 0 : It is well known that k and`can be expressed in terms of theta functions 11, p. 102], and so a modular equation of degree n can also be viewed as an identity among theta functions at the arguments q and q n : Ramanujan Many methods have been developed to prove modular equations, but a method that may be applicable for one type of equation or for one degree may be inapplicable for another type of equation or degree. Generally, the modular equation is expressed, via the aforementioned catalogue of \evaluations," as a theta function identity, and the task is then to prove the theta function identity. We do not know Ramanujan's methods, but he apparently used basic elementary properties of theta functions, the Jacobi triple product identity, the quintuple product identity, transformation formulas for theta functions, his 1 The remaining thirteen values of G n were more di cult to prove. In each case, the class number of Q( (10.11) , and one of Ramanujan's eta{ function identities were employed. However, we were able to use modular equations to prove only six of the thirteen invariants. The second method depends upon Kronecker's limit formula and can be used to establish all thirteen class invariants, but these ideas were not known to Ramanujan. The third employs class eld theory to make Watson's \empirical process" in 69] rigorous. Although Watson was con dent that Ramanujan employed this \empirical process," we disagree. In summary, Ramanujan's proofs for several of his class invariants remain elusive.
Many mathematicians have either individually or in collaboration with the author proved many of Ramanujan's di cult claims in the notebooks. The following list is incomplete, and we apologize to those whose names we have omitted. Each has proved theorems of Ramanujan that would remain unproved without their efforts. We o er our sincere thanks to: George E. Andrews, Richard A. Askey, Gennady Bachman, S. Bhargava, Anthony J. Biagioli, David Bradley, Heng Huat Chan, Henri Cohen, Ronald J. Evans, Frank G. Garvan, James L. Hafner, Lisa Lorentzen, Kenneth S. Williams, Don Zagier, and Liang{Cheng Zhang.
